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Abstract. This paper presents a study on the influence of the density gradient profile on the mechanical response of graded polymeric hollow sphere agglomerates under impact loading. Quasi-static, standard split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) tests as well as higher speed direct impact Hopkinson bar tests and Taylor tests are performed on such hollow sphere agglomerates with various density gradient profiles. It is found that the density gradient profile has a rather limited effect on the energy absorption capacity from those tests. It is because the testing velocity performed (<50 m/s) is rather small with respect to its average sound wave speed (around 500 m/s) and the equilibrium stress state can be reached rather quickly. The high impact tests allow to generate a non-equilibrium state condition and the influence of density profiles is clearly observed. Besides, in order to extend this study to the situation beyond our testing limitations, a numerical model is built on the basis of the experimental behaviour data. It confirms the important influence of the density gradient profile under a non-equilibrium stress state situation. This study shows that placing the hardest layer as the first impacted layer and the weakest layer as the last layer has some benefits in terms of maximum energy absorption with a minimum force level transmitted to the protected structures.
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1. Introduction

Impact behaviour of cellular materials (honeycombs, foams, hollow sphere agglomerates, etc.) gain much scientific interest nowadays because of their worthy properties such as good specific resistances and high specific energy absorption capacities. For example,
they can be employed as the core material of sandwich panels used to protect the cockpit against bird strikes or as the filling material in the hollow structures in a car to improve its energy absorption capacity [1-2].

Over the last decade, the idea of functionally graded materials (FGMs) was introduced in the materials sciences researches. The FGMs properties vary gradually within the material to optimize the global material function. Such FGMs structures can be easily found in nature. For example, bone possesses a gradient of densities in order to maximize the biological mechanical performance [3]. Nowadays, different manufacturing techniques have been explored to make artificial FGMs layers such as adhesive bonding, sintering, thermal spray, reactive infiltration, etc. [4-5]. FGMs properties have been thoroughly studied under quasi-static loading [6-8].

Important achievements have also been made in order to understand the mechanical response of FGMs submitted to stress waves and impact loading. A one-dimensional wave propagation model in FGMs is discussed by Bruck [9] to investigate the stress peak and the time delay in FGMs. Li et al. [10] have investigated the impulsive loading in the layered and graded structures using numerical models. They showed that the wave propagation consists of a complex coupling of elastic and viscoplastic part and the gradient profile plays an important role in the impact response. N.Gupta [11] has studied a functionally graded syntactic foam material (FGSF) and showed that a FGSF can support 60–75% compression without any significant loss in strength or failure, and the gradient profile of FGSF can control the compressive modulus, strength, and total energy absorption. Apetre et al. [12] studied the low-velocity impact response of sandwich beams with functionally graded core. It is shown that the grading core reduces the maximum strains corresponding to the maximum impact load. All those works, even mostly based on the theoretical analyses and the numerical simulations, show that the introduction of property gradient will largely modify the overall response of the designed FGM structures.

The present paper is aimed at the understanding of the role played by the density gradient in the overall protective capacity of the foam-like cellular materials under impact loading. The studied model materials, described in the section 2, are polymeric hollow sphere agglomerates of the same apparent density but with various density gradient profiles. A quite complete experimental study, performed using quasi-static test, standard SHPB tests, direct impact Hopkinson bar tests as well as Taylor impact tests, will be shown in section 3. In the last section, a macroscopic numerical model is built and verified on the basis of experimental data. It allows for an extension of this study beyond our experimental limitation.
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2. Mechanical behaviour of the hollow sphere agglomerates

2.1 Epoxy hollow spheres

The studied hollow sphere agglomerates have been manufactured and supplied by ATECA. The replication process is used to produce polyepoxide hollow spheres of specified external diameter around 2.5 mm. The thickness of hollow spheres is controlled in order to vary their density and the strength as a consequence.

Hollow sphere agglomerates can be made by bounding or sintering. Such hollow sphere agglomerates have not only good mechanical properties such as high specific energy absorption capacities and high specific strengths, but also excellent thermal and acoustic properties [13-14]. Previous studies in the open literature showed that the different packing of hollow spheres, for example body-centred cubic (BCC), face-centred cubic (FCC) and random packing, have different elastic modulus and initial yield strength [15-17]. However, the packing mode can not be analyzed in the present work because the supplied hollow sphere agglomerates are randomly packed and joined by sintering. It is noted that such a packing mode corresponds to the industrial mass production acquirement. Under such packing mode, the density of supplied agglomerates of four different hollow spheres is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type name</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>468</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Densities of the four types of hollow spheres

2.2 Behaviour of randomly packed hollow sphere agglomerates of various densities

Quasi-static and dynamic tests are performed to obtain the nominal stress-strain relation of those randomly packed hollow spheres agglomerates. The geometry of the specimen used is a cylinder of 40 mm height and 60 mm diameter. Such a choice of specimen size limited the eventual size effect (around 15 times cell (sphere) size).

Quasi-static tests were performed on a hydraulic machine at constant compression velocity. The tests were performed at a loading speed of 0.01 mm/s that gives a nominal strain rate of 0.0025 /s. The results are quite repeatable and the hollow sphere agglomerates demonstrated a classic foam-like material behaviour (Figure 1). It is observed that there are three distinct phases: the linear elasticity, the plastic plateau and the densification regime. However, it is rather difficult to give an accurate value of Young’s modulus and especially the plateau stress due to oscillations. Here the plateau stress is arbitrarily defined as average peak
values in the early stage of plastic plateau regime. The identified Young’s modulus and the plateau stress values as a function of the foam density are the following (Table 2):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type name</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus (MPa)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plateau stress (MPa)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2— Properties of four types of hollow spheres.

Dynamic tests at low impact velocity were performed with a Split Hopkinson Pressure Bars (SHPB) apparatus which is a commonly used experimental technique to study the constitutive laws of materials at high strain rates [18]. The input and output bars (3 m long) are made from nylon material to ensure the impedance match [19]. The large diameter of the bars (62 mm) provides a correct representative specimen size compared to the size of the spheres. From SHPB test results, dynamic behaviour curves are plotted based on nominal quantities. Nominal stress is calculated as the measured output force divided by the initial cross-section of the specimen, as in the classical “2waves” method [19]. Nominal strain is the result of time integration of nominal strain rate. Strain rate is calculated as the relative measured velocity between output and input bar/specimen interfaces divided by the initial
height of the specimen. Input and output force histories were checked and it validates the assumption of homogeneity in the specimen.

Figure 2 shows the results for dynamic compression tests at an impact speed of 21 m/s. The theoretical nominal strain rate is about 525 /s. The curves hardly show the densification regimes. It is due to the fact that the loading speed is not high enough to reach the densification regime within the 1.5 ms loading duration. The identified plateau stress values (defined as the peak value) as a function of the foam density are: 0.8 MPa (C1), 2.9 MPa (C2), 5.5 MPa (C3) and 8 MPa (C4).

![Graph showing compressive testing results](image)

**Figure 2** SHPB compressive testing results for hollow sphere agglomerates (without density gradient)

A comparison between static and dynamic plateau stresses is plotted in Figure 3. It shows that the studied materials have a rather small strain rate sensitivity of about 20 %. Such rate sensitivities should be derived from the viscosity of the base material [20]. The spheres are quite brittle and the failure mode of the agglomerate is a successive breaking of sphere layers. There is then no supplementary rate sensitivity due to the structural effect such as the inertia effect because spheres are typically considered as Type I structure [21-22].
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3. Experimental study of the density graded hollow sphere structures

3.1 The studied gradient profile and specimens

With four types of hollow spheres of different densities, graded agglomerates can be made with various gradient profiles. Indeed, there is a real interest to make such graded hollow sphere agglomerate because the strength/density profiles are controlled by the thickness of the spheres only. Therefore, the acoustic and thermal properties remain the same for any strength/density gradient profiles, which makes a real functionally selected profile possible.

Graded structures are built with four equal thickness layers of hollow spheres of four different densities C1, C2, C3, C4 investigated in the section 2 (table 1). Four gradient profiles named A4321 (B1234), D2431 and E4123 (Figure 4) are considered. The four numbers in this naming system denote the sequence of layer’s density beginning from the impact face. A4321 (B1234) denotes then a linearly decreasing (increasing) graded structure. D2431 exhibits a gradient profile of an unbalanced inverse V-shape with less dense ends whereas E4123 has an unbalanced V-shape density profile with more dense ends. All the graded structures have the same apparent density of 300 kg/m³.
The specimen of graded structures have the same geometry as before (40 mm high and 60 mm diameter). Each layer has a thickness of 10 mm. Figure 5 shows schematically a specimen, randomly packed with a gradient profile of type A4321.

3.2 Quasi-static and SHPB testing results

The quasi-static compression tests on graded foams were performed at loading speed of 0.01 mm/s that gives a nominal strain rate of 0.0025/s. The nominal stress-strain curves of various gradient profiles are more or less the same (Figure 6a). The crushing should occur layer by layer from the weakest one to the strongest one. The four stress levels corresponding to the plateau stress of each layer (C1, C2, C3, C4) can be clearly found (0.8 MPa, 2.2 MPa, 4.1 MPa and 7.1 MPa, plotted as straight lines in Figure 6a.
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The standard SHPB tests (as described in the section 2) were made at an impact speed of 21 m/s. The same phenomenon as recorded in the quasi-static case is observed. There is no clear influence of the gradient profile and the four stress levels corresponding to the plateau stress in each layer can also be found (Figure 6b).

Therefore, under standard SHPB testing conditions, the compression of the graded structure occurs as the successive compression of the layers, from least to most dense as in the quasi-static experiments. Indeed, the average sound speed in those graded structures is around 510 m/s (average Young’s modulus: 80 MPa, density 300 kg/m3). An equilibrium
state is established rather quickly with a specimen of 40 mm length. For instance, a round trip of elastic wave is around 156 µs and the specimen is crushed by only 3.3 mm (8% nominal strain) during this period.

### 3.3 Graded structures submitted to higher impact velocities

Higher impact velocity testing is then desired. For this purpose, direct impact Hopkinson bar tests are performed using the 62 mm diameter and 6 m long Nylon Hopkinson bar and a shorter projectile (Figure 7a).

![Figure 7a Direct impact Hopkinson bar test](image)

The nominal stress is calculated by the force measured with the Hopkinson bar divided by the initial cross-sectional area. The nominal strain is evaluated with the following equations (1):

\[ v(t) = V_0 - \int_0^t \frac{F(\tau)}{M} d\tau \]

\[ \varepsilon(t) = \frac{\int_0^t (v(\tau) - v_b(\tau)) d\tau}{L_0} \quad (1) \]

where \( v(t) \) denote the velocity time history of the projectile, \( v_0 \) the initial projectile velocity, and \( F(t) \) the force measured by the Hopkinson bar. \( M \) is the mass of the projectile and the specimen, \( V_b(t) \) the velocity of the interface specimen/bar, and \( L_0 \) the initial specimen length.

We note that the accuracy of strain given by eqn (1) depends on the equilibrium state of the specimen. It provides an acceptable accuracy for the plastic plateau regime.
Additional tests like the Taylor impact test were also made, where the sample is cemented on the projectile so that the pressure bar measures the force on the impact side (Figure 7b).

![Figure 7b Taylor test with Hopkinson bar](image)

Such Taylor tests are aimed at investigating the forces of both sides of the sample, especially during the early stage of tests where the equilibrium state is not yet reached. Indeed, with an impact velocity of 41 m/s, if we take characteristic time of one round trip of $156\mu$s, the crushing distance is about 6.6 mm and namely 16% nominal strain.

![Figure 8 High velocity impact tests on A4321 and B1234](image)

Figure 8 shows the forces measured from both sides of the sample with a linear gradient profile A4321(B1234). The four plateau stress levels as noted in the SHPB tests (figure 6b) can be also clearly found and it means that the test is still nearly under the equilibrium condition. However, if we focus on the early stage (say under 16% strain, which corresponds roughly to one round trip of elastic wave), there is a big difference. There is a clear benefit to put the hardest layers in front of impacting mass (case A4321, figure 8, left).
than the inverse (case B1234, figure 8, right). In the case A4321, more energy can be absorbed with a low level of the force transmitted to the rear face.

The same tendency is also observed for two other gradient profiles, where the difference exists only in the early stage of the test (Figure 9).

Figure 9 Higher speed impact tests on D2431 and E4123

4. Numerical models of graded hollow sphere agglomerates

The present testing methods can only create a non-equilibrium stress state in the early stage of the test. It provides a hint that gradient profile plays an important role in the energy absorption in this non-equilibrium stress state. Unfortunately, the testing velocity can not be high enough to provide a sufficient duration of this non-equilibrium state.

Numerical analysis is then proposed to broaden this study to cases that could not be performed on our present experimental devices. For this purpose, a numerical model of the studied graded hollow sphere structures is built.

4.1 Macroscopic numerical model of graded hollow sphere agglomerates

4.1.1 Identification of the behaviour of each hollow sphere layers

There is no difficulty in the geometrical modelling of these layered structures. The only question concerns the modelling of the behaviour of each layer. A macroscopic modelling is chosen for simplicity. The so-called “crushable foam” constitutive law, available in the Ls-Dyna code [23] is chosen to represent these hollow sphere agglomerates.

The parameters needed in the “crushable foam” material model are density \( \rho \), Young’s modulus \( E \), Poisson’s ratio and the hardening curve. The values of Young’s modulus are those
identified with quasi-static tests (Table 2). Poisson’s ratio is set to zero because no significant lateral strain is observed during the tests.

The hardening curves for each layer are identified on the basis of experimental flow stress evolutions with respect to the volumetric strain $\varepsilon_v$. It is straight forward to derive the volumetric strain $\varepsilon_v$ from nominal strain $\varepsilon_{\text{nominal}}$ measured during experiments given that the Poisson’s ratio is set to zero:

$$\varepsilon_v = 1 - \frac{V}{V_0} = 1 - \frac{L}{L_0} = \varepsilon_{\text{nominal}}$$

(2)

where $V$ is the volume, $L$ the length, $V_0$ the initial volume and $L$ the initial length of an element.

Figure 10 shows the prescribed hardening curves vs volumetric strain, which is a smoothed approximation of experimental data shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 10](image_url)

Figure 10 Prescribed flow stress-volumetric strain relation for the 4 hollow sphere agglomerates

### 4.1.2 Validation of the numerical model of graded hollow sphere agglomerates

In order to validate such a rather rough macroscopic numerical model, the SHPB tests as well as high velocity impact tests are all simulated. The specimen geometry is designed as a cylinder of 40 mm high and 60 mm diameter as the real tested specimens. It is assumed that the four graded foams are made of four layers with a layer thickness of 10 mm. Each layer is meshed with 20 elements in the height. A mesh of 8-node 3D solid elements with one-point integration is used in the simulations.
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To apply the boundary conditions, it is supposed that the graded structures are placed between two rigid and mobile walls (Figure 11a). The velocities prescribed to both walls are those measured during SHPB experiments by the input and the output bars, or those obtained in high impact velocity tests. Figure 11b shows an example of prescribed velocities respectively on the input and output rigid walls.

![Figure 11](image)

(a) Scheme of the boundary conditions (b) Prescribed velocity time history

The validity of the presented numerical model is estimated by a comparison between the experimental and the numerical forces curves. Figure 12 illustrates the experiment-simulation comparisons of standard SHPB tests at 21 m/s. Figure 12a plots the time history of force (divided by the cross-sectional area) for the gradient profile A4321 whereas Figure 12b is for the gradient profile B1234. The simulation of two other gradient profiles (D2431 and E4123) gives similar results. Therefore, the present macroscopic numerical model is able to capture the compression history observed during the SHPB experiments.

![Figure 12](image)

(a) Time history of force (divided by the cross-sectional area) for gradient profile A4321 (b) Time history of force (divided by the cross-sectional area) for gradient profile B1234
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For higher impact velocity tests (at 41 m/s), the comparisons of experimental and simulated forces at both sides of the samples are shown because of the non-equilibrium state at early stage. Figure 13 a and b plots respectively comparisons for the gradient profiles A4321 and B1234. The numerical model can once again capture the essential features of the experiments, especially the non-equilibrium state at the early testing stage for the gradient profile A4321 where the force peak at impact side around 0.1 ms is well simulated. It is also noted that such force peak does not exist in the simulation for the gradient profile B1234, as it has been observed in the experiment.

The simulations of two other gradient profiles are also in good agreement with the experiments. It can be concluded that the numerical model used are able to provide reliable results to dynamic impacts on those graded hollow sphere structures wherever there is or not an equilibrium state during impact. Such numerical tool can be then used to extend the above experimental studies of the gradient profile influence on the behaviour of the graded hollow sphere structures.

4.2 Numerical study of the influence of density gradient profiles

4.2.1 Graded hollow sphere structures with a force-free rear face

First of all, a more or less academic case is considered where a specimen not supported and initially at rest is impacted by a rigid wall at 41 m/s (Figure 14). It is an equivalent case of impact against a immobile rigid wall of a specimen launched at 41m/s. It is also an idealized model of the impact of a small projectile in the centre of a sandwich panel.
with foam-like material core only supported at the boundary. Such a case is chosen because of its evident non-equilibrium state during the whole impact duration (rear face stress is always zero). The same impact velocity of 41m/s as in the case of the successfully simulated test allows to stay within the valid range of our numerical model.

Figure 14—Impact of graded foam against a rigid wall

Impacts at 41m/s are then simulated for the four studied gradient profiles: (a) A4321, (b) B1234, (c) D2431 and (d) E4123. Stress time histories at the interface impact wall/sample and at the middle of the each layers of the graded structure are extracted to illustrate the different reactions due to the gradient profiles.

Figure 15 depicts the simulated five nominal stress-time histories with respect to global nominal strain. It is clearly observed that the response depends strongly on the gradient profiles of the graded hollow sphere structures. The two main features can be summarized as follows:
i) The force at the impacting interface depends mostly on the first layer strength. The case (a) A4321 and (d) E4123 possess the same 8 MPa stress magnitude on the impacting interface corresponding to the plateau stress of the 1st and hardest layer, whereas the case (b) B1234, the stress at the interface is much smaller (only 1 MPa, roughly the plateau force of the weakest layer placed as the first layer).

ii) The total final strain depends on the crushing level of “weakest” layer. The final strain is much smaller when the “weakest” layer is placed at the free end as it is the case (a) A4321 and (c) D2431. Besides, a V-shape density gradient seems to have a large final strain. Indeed, the case (a) A4321 undergoes a final strain which is a half of the case (d) E4123, even if the stress at the impacting interface is the same.
From this simulation, it could be concluded that the gradient profile have a strong influence on the impacting force amplitude as well as total final strain of the graded hollow spheres agglomerates in a non-equilibrium stress state. It indicates that the density gradient profile can be used to design the best energy absorption capacity of such structure with respect to a given loading condition.

4.2.2 Graded hollow sphere structures impacted at 200 m/s

A more industrially realistic case is considered in the following. The samples of the four density gradient profiles are crushed between the two rigid walls as in the section 4.1.2. Here, the output side is a fixed wall whereas the input side is moving wall at a prescribed velocity of 200 m/s. Such configuration is similar to the real situation where a foam-like material is used to absorb impact energy and to protect the structure behind it. The reaction forces of the rigid walls for the four cases are shown in Figure 16.

![Nominal stresses at input/output sides in simulated tests at 200m/s for the four density gradient profile.](image)
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Under such impact condition, the equilibrium state has never been reached and the
density gradient profile does play an important role because the input and output forces for the
four cases are all different (Figure 16). However, it is difficult to compare quantitatively the
difference from each other. It is noticed that input side nominal stress reaches values much
higher than the plateau values of the “hardest” layer (8MPa) and this indicates that the
densification regime is reached. Thus, possible shock front can exist within layers which
make relevant analysis more complicated [24-25]. One may also notice that if the “weakest”
layer is placed at the output side as the cases A4321 (fig. 16a) and D2431 (fig. 16c), the
output force is limited by the plateau force in the “weakest” layer. It means that placing the
“weakest” layer at the output side will reduce the force transmitted to the protected structure.

In order to provide a clearer trend of the role played by the density gradient in terms of
energy absorption efficiency, an efficiency diagram showing the evolution of absorbed energy
as a function of the force transmitted to the protected structure.

Figure 17 depicts such an efficiency diagram for simulated tests on the four graded
hollow structures. The most efficient gradient profile should be the one that remains located at
the top-left corner of the diagram. This efficiency indicator confirms that placing the
“weakest” layer in contact with the protected structure should be a winning strategy as it is the
case for A4321 and D2431.

![Figure 17 Efficiency diagram for the four graded hollow sphere agglomerates](image)

As a conclusion, in the case of very high impact velocities, there is a clear influence of the
gradient profile on the mechanical response of the graded hollow sphere structures, in terms
of two parameters defining the efficiency of the protection: the output stress and the absorbed energy.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the influence of density/strength gradient on the impact behaviour of functionally graded cellular materials has been studied. The materials investigated are the graded hollow sphere agglomerates with polymeric hollow spheres of different densities.

Experimental studies are performed under quasi-static loading, standard SHPB test (21m/s) as well as direct impact loading (41m/s). On the one hand, it confirms that there is no significant influence of gradient profile when an equilibrium state is quickly reached as in the case of SHPB tests (small time delay for a round trip of elastic wave due to high average wave speed in our specimen). On the other hand, the gradient profile plays an important role in both the energy absorption and the transmitted force when the equilibrium state is not reached as in the case of the early stage of direct impact tests.

In order to extend this study beyond experimental limitations, a macroscopic numeric model is built, with constitutive laws calibrated using experimental data on the hollow sphere agglomerates of different densities. Such a model is proved to be valid because the simulation data is in good agreement with available testing results on the graded hollow sphere agglomerates. With this numerical model, numerical virtual tests beyond our experimental limitations are made. It turns out that a winning strategy in term of more absorbed energy with a low transmitted force could consist of placing the “hardest” layer as the first impacted layer and the “weakest” layer in contact with the protected structure to reduce the transmitted force.
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